Central Station Alarm Units Certified for Canada

See General Information for Central Station Alarm Units Certified for Canada

BOSCH SECURITY SYSTEMS INC
130 PERINTON PKY
FAIRPORT, NY 14450 USA

Model D6100i (5). Active Level = A1 (PSDN), Passive Level= P1 (DACT) Low risk.


Control units, Models D9412GV4 (6), D7412GV4 (6), D7212GV4 (7) Control Units suitable for Central Station Applications, for use with Listed modules, separately Listed devices, accessories as described in the manufacturer's operations and installation manual to form a combination central station alarm unit. Active Level = A1 (PSDN), Passive Level= P1 (DACT) Low risk when used with models D6600 or D6100i receivers.

Control unit accessories, Model D720B; Model DX4020 (8) (covered under File S5579).

Control unit accessories, keypads, Models D720 (9), D1255 (9), may be followed by suffixes R, TD or W, for use with control panels indicated in the installation instructions (Covered under File S5579); Model D1260 (9).

Control unit subassemblies, Models D8132 (6) battery charger module, D928 (6) dual phone line switcher, D8129 (6) octorelay module, D9127U (6) popit module, D9127T (6) popit module, D125B (6) powered loop interface module, D8125 (6) zone expansion module, D8128D (9) zone expansion module.
Model ITS-D6682-ULF. Active Level = A1 (PSDN), Passive Level= P1 (DACT) Low risk.

Control unit enclosures, Models D8103 (10), D8108A (10).

(+++) - complementary Listed to AMCX, APAW, APOU, APOU7.
(5) - Complementary Listed to UOJZ, AMCX, AMCX7, APAW, APAW7.
(6) - Complementary Listed to UOJZ, ALVY, AMCX, UTOU, NBSX, NBSX7, AOTX, AOTX7, APAW, APAW7, APOU, APOU7.
(7) - Complementary Listed to ALVY, AMCX, UTOU, NBSX, NBSX7, AOTX, AOTX7, APAW, APAW7, APOU, APOU7.
(8) - Complementary Listed to UOXX, ALVY, AMCX, UTOU, NBSX, NBSX7, AOTX, AOTX7, APAW, APAW7, APOU, APOU7.
(9) - Complementary Listed to UOXX, ALVY, AMCX, NBSX, NBSX7, AOTX, AOTX7, APAW, APAW7, APOU, APOU7.
(10) - Complementary Listed to UOJZ, AMCX, NBSX, NBSX7, AOTX, AOTX7, APAW, APAW7.
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